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Abstract. This comprehensive overview explores the multifaceted world of graphene, a two-dimensional crystal structure composed of a single layer of carbon atoms, and its applications in electronic devices. The discussion begins with an introduction highlighting the remarkable potential of graphene in the field of electronics. Section 2 delves into the basic characteristics of graphene, including its atomic structure, excellent electronic properties, optical and thermal attributes, high conductivity, and mobility, as well as its mechanical strength and flexibility. It also briefly outlines the fundamental methods of graphene preparation. Section 3 delves into the application of graphene in electronic devices, covering topics such as graphene's role in Field Effect Transistors (FETs), including carrier control characteristics and the basic principles of FETs. Additionally, it explores the prospects of graphene in FET technology, its application in flexible electronic devices, and its integration into optoelectronic devices. Section 4 addresses the dilemmas and solutions faced by graphene electronic devices, such as issues related to the preparation process and stability, the impact of defects and impurities, and current solutions to overcome these challenges. Finally, the conclusion underscores the immense potential of graphene in revolutionizing electronic devices while recognizing the ongoing efforts for future innovations in this field.
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1. Introduction

Graphene, a remarkable two-dimensional crystal lattice comprised solely of carbon atoms, boasts an array of exceptional physical, chemical, and electronic attributes. Notably, it exhibits exceptional conductivity, remarkable electron mobility, and impressive mechanical robustness alongside exceptional flexibility. These inherent qualities position graphene as an extraordinarily promising material for diverse applications within the realm of electronic devices [1].

This article seeks to delve into the multifaceted applications of graphene in the electronic device domain. By comprehending the breadth of its utility and recognizing its immense potential in electronic technology, readers will gain valuable insights that can serve as a foundational reference for future research and practical implementation. With its unparalleled properties, graphene stands poised to revolutionize the landscape of electronic devices, promising innovations that transcend current limitations and open doors to an exciting new era of technological advancement.

2. Basic characteristics of graphene

2.1. Structure of graphene

Graphene exhibits a fundamental structure consisting of a solitary layer of carbon atoms organized in a hexagonal lattice, mirroring the appearance of a honeycomb. This 2D crystal framework is distinguished by robust carbon-carbon connections, yielding outstanding mechanical robustness and endurance. Each carbon atom establishes three sigma (σ) bonds with adjacent atoms, forming a flat, sp2-hybridized arrangement [2]. Please refer to Figure 1 for a depiction of graphene's structure.
The distinctive atomic configuration of graphene confers upon it exceptional attributes, including elevated electrical conductivity, exceptional thermal conductivity, and remarkable electron mobility. These qualities establish graphene as a crucial material with diverse applications in both scientific research and technology.

2.2. Excellent electronic properties

Since graphene is a two-dimensional material, it can be regarded as a semi-metal with zero band gap. This makes the electron behavior in graphene exhibit relativistic-like properties, that is, it has a linear dispersion relationship ($E \propto p$). The carrier mobility in graphene is much higher than in traditional materials such as silicon. This is because carriers in graphene have very high transport speeds, almost approaching the speed of light, and are limited by almost no scattering.

Enhanced electron mobility in graphene facilitates rapid electron transport, leading to improved electronic device performance. Recent studies underscore the significance of twist angle disorder as an unconventional form of disruption. This insight allows for the incorporation of twist angle gradients in structural design, facilitating the realization of related phenomena and the integration of gate-tunable built-in planar electric fields in device programming [3].

2.3. Optical and thermal properties

Graphene has excellent optical properties and can absorb a wide spectral range. Since graphene is only one atomic layer thick, there is a quantum confinement effect in light absorption, which allows graphene to exhibit a very high absorption coefficient. In addition, graphene also exhibits a unique photoelectric conversion effect, capable of converting light energy into electrical energy. Graphene has extremely high thermal conductivity. Due to the strong covalent bonds between the carbon atoms in graphene, thermal energy can spread quickly within the plane, allowing for efficient heat conduction. This makes graphene potentially useful in thermal management and thermoelectric conversion applications.

2.4. High conductivity and high mobility

Research has found that in condensed matter systems with flat electron bands, the Coulomb interaction between electrons can easily exceed their kinetic energy, resulting in various exotic quantum phases. Graphene exhibits extremely high electrical conductivity and mobility, making it an ideal material for fabricating high-performance devices [4]. The π electrons in graphene form a covalent bond network and form a continuous π electron energy band structure, resulting in good electronic conductivity. In addition, carriers in graphene can undergo Coulomb scattering, which reduces low-energy scattering phenomena and further improves their mobility.
2.5. Mechanical strength and flexibility

Graphene is only one atomic layer thick, but it has excellent mechanical strength and flexibility. Graphene is more than 200 times stronger than traditional materials and can withstand high tensile strains. Graphene has different elastic moduli in different directions, giving it the ability to flexibly deform [5]. Due to graphene's mechanical flexibility, it can be prepared into a variety of shapes and structures, including films, nanowires, and three-dimensional structures. This makes graphene an ideal material for the preparation of flexible electronic devices and bendable devices with broad application prospects.

2.6. Basic preparation method

Various techniques exist for graphene synthesis, encompassing mechanical exfoliation, chemical vapor deposition, pyrolysis, and redox processes. Among these, mechanical exfoliation stands as one of the earliest approaches employed to obtain graphene. This method entails the utilization of tools such as tape or a scraper to delicately peel thin layers from graphite-based materials like graphite ore or bulk graphite, yielding graphene sheets typically just one layer thick.

On the other hand, chemical vapor deposition represents a widely adopted approach for the large-scale production of graphene [6]. In this technique, a volatile carbon source is heated atop a metal substrate, undergoing decomposition at elevated temperatures, and resulting in the deposition of graphene onto the substrate's surface. Notably, chemical vapor deposition offers precise control over graphene's morphology and size, enabling uniform coating across large-area substrates.

3. Application of graphene in electronic devices

3.1. Field effect transistors (FETs)

3.1.1 Carrier control characteristics of graphene

Graphene has unique carrier regulation properties. By introducing a gate electric field on the graphene surface, the concentration and type of carriers in graphene can be adjusted. When a positive gate voltage is applied to graphene, the negatively charged gate electric field will attract electrons into the graphene, forming N-type carriers [7]. On the contrary, when a negative gate voltage is applied to graphene, the positively charged gate electric field will repel electrons, causing P-type carriers to appear in graphene.

3.1.2 Basic principles of FETs

Field-effect transistors (FETs) are devices with three terminals: source, drain, and gate. The electric field established between the gate and source terminals plays a pivotal role in governing the flow of current between the source and drain electrodes [8].

In the context of graphene FETs, graphene serves as the conducting channel, allowing the gate electric field to modulate the current by adjusting the concentration of charge carriers within the graphene. When the gate voltage undergoes changes, it influences the carrier concentration within the graphene, thus regulating the current between the source and the drain.

Graphene boasts distinctive carrier modulation characteristics. The introduction of a gate electric field on the graphene surface enables precise control over both carrier concentration and carrier type. When a positive gate voltage is applied to graphene, the negatively charged gate electric field attracts electrons into the graphene, giving rise to N-type carriers. Conversely, the application of a negative gate voltage to graphene causes the positively charged gate electric field to repel electrons, leading to the emergence of P-type carriers within the graphene.

3.1.3. Application prospects of graphene FETs

Graphene FETs are ideal candidates for high-speed electronic devices such as high-frequency amplifiers, radio-frequency switches, and ultra-high-speed logic circuits due to their high mobility and high carrier flow speed. In addition, graphene FETs can also be used in flexible electronic devices,
as their flexibility and thin film structure make them suitable for the preparation of flexible displays and wearable devices. To improve the performance of graphene FETs, researchers have adopted a variety of strategies. One of them is to adjust the carrier concentration and type by introducing impurities or defects. Introducing impurities such as boron (B) or nitrogen (N) into graphene can achieve P-type or N-type conductivity [9]. By introducing a thin layer of oxide as a dielectric layer on the surface of graphene, the interface resistance between graphene and the substrate can be reduced and the performance of FETs can be improved.

3.2. Flexible electronic devices

Graphene retains its structural integrity when bent and stretched due to its highly aligned structure of carbon atoms and strong chemical bonds. In addition, graphene’s flexibility is reflected in its ability to grow and adhere to a variety of substrates, including plastics, paper, and glass. Due to its high flexibility and conductivity, it has become one of the ideal materials for flexible electronic devices.

(1) Flexible transparent conductive film: Graphene can be made into transparent conductive films (TCFs). This film material can be used in flat displays, touch screens, solar panels, and other fields.

(2) Flexible sensor: Graphene can be used as a sensitive component of sensors, such as pressure sensors, temperature sensors, stretch sensors, etc., and can be used in fields such as robots and health monitoring.

(3) Flexible supercapacitors: Graphene has high capacitance and high conductivity properties and can be made into flexible supercapacitors (Supercapacitors), which can provide fast energy storage and release for low-power devices.

3.3. Optoelectronic devices

Graphene is a zero-bandgap material capable of absorbing and emitting light across the entire visible spectrum, giving it potential for a wide range of applications in optoelectronic devices.

(1) Photodetector: Graphene can absorb light in a wide wavelength range and convert it into a current signal. Therefore, it can be used to manufacture photodetectors with high response speed, high sensitivity, and wide wavelength range. These detectors can be used in fields such as optical communications, optical sensing, and optical imaging.

(2) Solar cells: Graphene is used in solar cells as a conductive material or electrode material, which can improve photoelectric conversion efficiency. The high carrier mobility and excellent light absorption properties make it a strong candidate for next-generation high-efficiency solar cells.

(3) Optical modulator: Graphene has unique optical properties and can be used as an optical gate wedge or modulation device in an optical modulator. By adjusting the light absorption properties of the graphene layer, the modulation and control of optical signals can be achieved.

(4) Laser technology: Graphene has a wide band gap and high saturable absorption capacity and can be applied to key technologies such as mode locking, spectral modulation and light modulation in lasers, providing new opportunities for laser design and performance.

4. Dilemmas and solutions faced by graphene electronic devices

4.1. Preparation process and stability issues

The first difficulty faced by the functions and applications of graphene is the preparation of high-quality graphene. Domestic scientists first summarized the various roles and corresponding mechanisms of various metal substrates in the graphene chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth process from the perspective of theoretical calculations, including the catalytic carbon cracking and repair growth processes [10]. Defects, as well as the formation process of graphene wrinkles and step bundles on the metal surface during the cooling process, etc., provide a reasonable explanation for the experimental phenomenon and provide possible guidance for future experiments. However, the current preparation process and stability issues of graphene electronic devices are key challenges in
promoting their commercial applications. Complexity, high cost, low yield, difficulty in scaling and the stability of graphene need to be further optimized.

4.2. Effects of defects and impurities

The purity of graphene can degrade device performance and limit its range of applications. Some common defects include defects between graphene layers, point defects, edge defects, etc. Impurities from the fabrication process can also negatively impact device performance [11].

4.3. Current solutions

Graphene electronic devices are currently mainly solved by two methods: optimizing the preparation process and improving preparation conditions and parameters. By optimizing the preparation process, the introduction of defects and impurities can be reduced. For example, using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods, high-quality preparation of large-area graphene can be achieved, thereby reducing the presence of defects and impurities [12]. At the same time, combined with surface modification and encapsulation technologies, it can effectively prevent the entry of external impurities. Improving preparation conditions and parameters and optimizing process flow can improve preparation efficiency and stability. For example, precise control of parameters such as temperature, gas flow and pressure, and selection of suitable base materials during preparation, such as silicon substrates or insulating layer composite materials, can improve the stability and reliability of graphene. These base materials can provide better support and barrier properties and reduce the interaction between graphene and the external environment.

5. Conclusion

Overall, graphene, as a new two-dimensional material, has broad application prospects in the field of electronic devices. The preparation of high-quality graphene is the basis for its high-end applications. Functional modification on this basis can gain a clear understanding of the relationship between its structure and properties, improve the theoretical mechanism, guide, and create new functional devices, and expand graphene. This basic research have not only attracted widespread attention from academia, but also received great attention from the industry. The future development of graphene electronic devices requires in-depth research on preparation processes and performance optimization, application system research and development, combined with actual needs and market trends. Development, large-scale production and commercial application, as well as the research and development and application of environmentally friendly processes and other issues to promote it to a higher level and make greater contributions to social development.
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